width of the away-side peak is shown to be a convolution of j T with the fragmentation variable, z, and the partonic transverse momentum, k T . The hzi is determined through a combined analysis of the measured 0 inclusive and associated spectra using jet-fragmentation functions measured in e e ÿ collisions. The final extracted values of k T are then determined to also be independent of the trigger particle transverse momentum, over the range measured, with value of hk 2 T i q 2:68 0:07stat 0:34sys GeV=c. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to explore the systematics of jet production and fragmentation in p p collisions at s p 200 GeV by the method of two-particle azimuthal correlations. Knowledge of the jet-fragmentation process is useful not only as a reference measurement for a similar analysis in Au Au collisions, but can be used as a stringent test of perturbative QCD (pQCD) calculations beyond leading order. The two-particle azimuthal correlations method worked well at ISR energies ( s p 63 GeV) and below [1] [2] [3] ,
where it is difficult to directly reconstruct jets, but has not been attempted at higher values of s p . This method is also suitable for jet-analysis in heavy-ion data where the large particle multiplicity severely interferes with direct jet reconstruction.
With the beginning of RHIC operation, heavy-ion physics entered a new regime, where pQCD phenomena can be fully explored. High-energy partons materializing into hadronic jets can be used as sensitive probes of the early stage of heavy-ion collisions. Measurements carried out during the first three years of RHIC operation at s NN p 130 and 200 GeV exhibit many new and interesting features. The high-p T particle yield was found to be strongly suppressed in Au Au central collisions [4 -6] . Furthermore, the nonsuppression of the high-p T particle yield in d Au induced collisions [7] [8] [9] [10] confirmed that the suppression can be fully attributed to the final state interaction of high-energy partons with an extremely opaque nuclear medium formed in Au Au collisions at RHIC.
Other striking features found in RHIC data are the large asymmetry of particle azimuthal distributions which is attributed to sizable elliptic flow [11, 12] and the observation of the apparent disappearance of the back-to-back jet correlation in central Au Au collisions [13] .
Many of the above mentioned observations can be explained by a large opacity of the medium produced in central Au Au collisions which causes the scattered partons to lose energy via coherent (LandauPomeranchuk-Migdal [14] ) gluon bremsstrahlung [15] [16] [17] [18] . It is expected that the medium effect will cause the apparent modification of fundamental properties of hardscattering like broadening of intrinsic parton transverse momentum k T [19, 20] and modification of jet fragmentation [21] . Thus the measurement of jet fragmentation properties and intrinsic parton transverse momentum k T for p p collisions presented here provides a baseline for comparison to the results in heavy-ion collisions, helping to disentangle the complex processes of propagation and possible fragmentation of partons within the excited nuclear medium.
This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II discusses the method of two-particle correlations and the relations between jet properties and the angular correlation between parton fragments. The details of the PHENIX experiment relevant to this analysis are outlined in Section III. Section IV deals with the analysis of the correlation functions extracted from the p p data and an evaluation of the hj T i and hk T i quantities. The combined analysis of the inclusive and associated p T -distributions is discussed in Sec. V and the sensitivity of the associated p T -distributions to the fragmentation function is discussed in Sec. VI. Section VII presents the resulting values of the partonic transverse momenta k T corrected for the mean momentum fraction hz t i. Section VIII summarizes the results from this paper.
II. JET ANGULAR CORRELATIONS
Jets are produced in the hard scattering of two partons [22 -25] . The overall p p hard-scattering cross section in ''leading logarithm'' pQCD is the sum over parton reactions a b ! c d (e.g. g q ! g q) at partonparton center-of-mass (c.m.) energy s p , 
where f a x 1 , f b x 2 , are parton distribution functions, the differential probabilities for partons a and b to carry momentum fractions x 1 and x 2 of their respective protons (e.g. ux 2 ), and where is the scattering angle in the partonparton c.m. system. The parton-parton c.m. energy squared isŝ x 1 x 2 s, where s p is the c.m. energy of the p p collision. The parton-parton c.m. system moves with rapidity y 1=2 lnx 1 =x 2 in the p p c.m. system. Equation (1) gives the p T spectrum of outgoing parton c (emitted at ), which then fragments into hadrons, e.g. a 0 . The fragmentation function D 0 c z; 2 is the probability for a 0 to carry a fraction z p 0 =p c of the momentum of outgoing parton c. Equation (1) must be summed over all subprocesses leading to a 0 in the final state. The parameter 2 is an unphysical ''factorization'' scale intro-duced to account for collinear singularities in the structure and fragmentation functions [26, 27] , which will be ignored for the purposes of this paper.
In this formulation, f a x 1 , f b x 2 , and D 0 c z represent the ''long-distance phenomena'' to be determined by experiment; while the characteristic subprocess angular distributions, ab cos , and the coupling constant, s Q 2 12 25 lnQ 2 = 2 , are fundamental predictions of QCD [28] [29] [30] for the short-distance, large-Q 2 , phenomena. The momentum scale Q 2 p 2 T for the scattering subprocess, while Q 2 ŝ for a Compton or annihilation subprocess, but the exact meaning of Q 2 tends to be treated as a parameter rather than a dynamical quantity. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of a hard-scattering event. The transverse momentum of the outgoing scattered parton is
The two scattered partons propagate nearly back-to-back in azimuth from the collision point and fragment into the jetlike spray of final state particles [see Fig. 1 (a) where only one fragment of each parton is shown). It was originally thought that parton collisions were collinear with the p p collision axis so that the two emerging partons would have the same magnitude of transverse momenta pointing opposite in azimuth.
However, it was found [3] that each of the partons carries initial transverse momentumk T , originally described as ''intrinsic'' [31] . This results in a momentum imbalance (the partons' p T are not equal) and an acoplanarity (the transverse momentum of one jet does not lie in the plane determined by the transverse momentum of the second jet and the beam axes). The jets are noncollinear having a net transverse momentum hp 2 T i pair 2 hk 2 T i. It is important to emphasize that the hk T i denotes the effective magnitude of the apparent transverse momentum of each colliding parton. The net transverse momentum of the outgoing parton-pair is 2 p hk T i. The naive expectation for the pure intrinsic parton transverse momentum based on nucleon constituent quark mass is about 300 MeV=c [31, 32] . However, the measurement of net transverse momenta of diphotons, dileptons, or dijets over a wide range of center-of-mass energies gives hk T i as large as 5 GeV=c [33] . It is common to think of the net transverse momentum of a dilepton or dijet pair as composed of 3 components:
where the intrinsic part refers to the possible ''fermi motion'' of the confined quarks or gluons inside a proton, the NLO part refers to the power law tail at large values of p T pair due to the radiation of an initial state or final state hard gluon, which is divergent as the momentum of the radiated gluon goes to zero, and the soft part refers to the actual Gaussian-like distribution observed as p T pair ! 0, which is explained by resummation [34] .
In the discussion below we will assume that the two components of the vectork T , k Tx and k Ty are Gaussian distributed with equal standard deviations 1parton;1D , in which case k
Ty is distributed according to a 2-dimensional (2D) Gaussian [33] . For the net transverse momentum of the jet pair, hp 2 T i pair 2 2partons;2d 2 2 1parton;2d . Note that the principal difference between the 1 and 2 dimensional Gaussians is that hk Tx i hk Ty i 0, while hk T i Þ 0 sincek T is a 2D radius vector.
The two components of k T result in different experimentally measurable effects. k Ty leads to the acoplanarity of the dijet pair while k Tx makes the momenta of the jets unequal which results in the smearing of the steeply falling p T spectrum. This causes the measured inclusive jet or single particle cross section to be larger than the pQCD value given by Eq. (1). This was observed in the original discovery of high p T particle production at the CERN ISR in 1972 [35] and led to much confusion until the existence and effects of k T were understood.
Before the advent of QCD, the invariant cross section for the hard-scattering of the electrically charged partons of deeply inelastic scattering was predicted for p p collisions to follow a general scaling form [22, 36] :
(a) Schematic view of a hard-scattering event in the plane perpendicular to the beam. Two scattered partons with transverse momentap T in the partons' center-ofmass frame are seen in the laboratory frame to have a momentâ p Tt andp Ta . The net pair transverse momentump T;pair pair corresponds to the sum of thek T -vectors of the two colliding partons. The trigger and associated jet fragments producing high-p T particles are labeled as p Tt and p Ta . The projection of k T perpendicular top Tt is labeled as k Ty . The transverse momentum component of the away-side particlep Ta perpendicular to trigger particlep Tt is labeled as p out . (b) The same schematics as in (a), but the jet-fragmentation transverse momentum component j Ty of the trigger jet is also shown.
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PHYSICAL REVIEW D 74, 072002 (2006) 072002-4 [35] and Fermilab [37] , showed beautiful x T scaling, but with a value of n 8 instead of n 4, for values of 3 p T 7 GeV=c. Later measurements at larger p T showed the correct scaling in agreement with pQCD and it was realized that the value n 8 at lower values of p T and s p was produced by the k Tx smearing [23, 24] . More recently, the deviation of 0 and direct photon inclusive cross sections measurements from pQCD predictions has been used to derive the values of k T required to bring the measured and smeared pQCD predictions into agreement [33] .
A more direct method to determine k Ty is to measure the acoplanarity of the dijet pair. Such measurements were originally performed at the CERN-ISR using two-particle correlations [1] [2] [3] 31] . The same method will be used in the present work.
Hard-scattering in p p collisions at s p 200 GeV is detected by triggering on a 0 with transverse momentum p T t 3 GeV=c; and the properties of jets are measured using the method of two-particle correlations. The trigger 0 is a leading particle from a large transverse momentum jet while the associated particle comes from either the same jet or the away-side jet. We will analyze an outgoing dijet pair, with trigger jet transverse momentum magnitudê p Tt which fragments to a trigger particle with transverse momentump Tt , and an away-side jet transverse momentum magnitude ofp Ta which fragments to a particle with transverse momentump Ta . The average transverse momentum component of the away-side particlep Ta perpendicular to trigger particlep Tt in the azimuthal plane is labeled as p out . If the magnitude of the jet transverse fragmentation momentum j T [ Fig. 1(a) 
For a flatp T spectrum, the smearing would average to zero so that there would be no net shift in the transverse momentum spectrum:
However, due to the steeply fallingp T spectrum, the k Tx smearing results in a net imbalance of the jet-pair towards the trigger direction. In the limit when k T is collinear with the trigger jet and with the requirement of the Lorentz invariance ofŝ (p 2 T p TtpTa ) it is easy to see that
We denote the imbalance ofp Ta andp Tt by the quantity
Jet fragments have a momentumj T perpendicular to the partonic transverse momentum [ Fig. 1(b) ]. This vector is again a two-dimensional vector with one component perpendicular to the jet transverse axis,p T , in the transverse plane and the other component perpendicular to the jet transverse axis in the longitudinal plane (defined by the beam and jet axes). The component ofj T projected onto the azimuthal plane is labeled as j Ty . The magnitude of hj Ty i, the mean value of j T projected into the plane perpendicular to the jet thrust (see Appendix A), measured at lower energies [1] has been found to be p T independent and 400 MeV=c, consistent with measurements in e e ÿ collisions [38, 39] .
This analysis uses two-particle azimuthal correlation functions to measure the average relative angles between a trigger 0 and an associated charged hadron. The angular width of the near-and away-side peak in the correlation function is used to extract the value of hj
q . An analysis of the associated yields is used to confirm the fragmentation function which provides the hz t i and hz a i values used for hk 2 T i extraction. The details on the PHENIX experiment relevant to this analysis follow.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The PHENIX experiment consists of four spectrometer arms-two around mid-rapidity (the central arms) and two at forward rapidity (the muon arms)-along with a set of global detectors. The layout of the PHENIX experiment during the 2003 RHIC run is shown in Fig. 2 . EMCal towers situated at mid-rapidity (jj < 0:35) equivalent to an energy deposition of 750 MeV [43] . The analysis has been performed separately on the two data sets and no trigger selection bias was found within the quoted errors. Neutral pions, which are used as trigger particles, are detected by the reconstruction of their decay channel. Photons are detected in the EMCal, which has a timing resolution of 100 ps (PbSc) and 300 ps (PbGl) and energy resolution of E =E 1:9% 8:2%= EGeV p (PbSc) and E =E 0:8% 8:4%= EGeV p (PbGl). In order to improve the signal/background ratio we require the minimum hit energy >0:3 GeV, a shower profile cut as described in [41] , and no accompanying hit in the RICH detector, which serves as a veto for conversion electrons. A sample of the invariant mass distribution of photon pairs detected in the EMCal is shown in Fig. 3 .
Charged particles are reconstructed in each PHENIX central arm using a drift chamber, followed by two layers of multiwire proportional chambers with pad readout [40] . Particle momenta are measured with a resolution p=p 0:7% 1:1%p GeV=c. A confirmation hit is required in PC3. We also require that no signal in the RICH detector is associated with these tracks. These requirements eliminate charged particles which do not originate from the event vertex, such as beam albedo and weak decays, as well as conversion electrons.
High momentum charged pions (above the RICH Č erenkov threshold) are identified using the RICH and EMCal detectors. Candidate tracks must be associated (2006) with a hit in the RICH [44] , which corresponds to a minimum momentum of 18 MeV=c for electrons, 3:5 GeV=c for muons, and 4:9 GeV=c for charged pions.
In a previous PHENIX publication [45] , we have shown that charged particles with reconstructed p T above 4:9 GeV=c, which have an associated hit in the RICH, are dominantly charged pions and background electrons from photon conversions albedo. The efficiency for detecting charged pions rises quickly past 4:9 GeV=c, reaching an efficiency of >90% at p T > 6 GeV=c.
To reject the electron background in the charged pion candidates, the shower information at the EMCal is used. Since most of the background electrons are genuine low p T particles that were misreconstructed as high p T particles, simply requiring a large deposition of shower energy in the EMCal is effective in suppressing the electron background. In this analysis, a momentum-dependent energy cut on the EMCal is applied
In addition to this energy cut, the shower shape information [41] is used to further separate the broad hadronic showers from the narrow electromagnetic showers and hence reduce the conversion backgrounds. The difference of the EM shower and hadronic shower is typically characterized by
where E meas i is the energy measured at tower i and E pred i is the predicted energy for an electromagnetic particle of total energy
. In this analysis we use the probability calculated from this 2 value for an EM shower, ranging from 0 to 1 with a flat distribution expected for an EM shower, and a peak around 0 for an hadronic shower. Figure 4 shows the probability distribution for pion and electron candidates, each normalized to one. The pion candidates were required to pass the energy cut and the electrons were selected using particle ID cuts similar to that used in [46] . The electron distribution is relatively flat, while the charged pion distribution peaks at 0. A cut of shower shape probability <0:2 selects pions above the energy cut with an efficiency of * 80%. Detailed knowledge of the pion efficiency is not necessary, since we present in this paper the per trigger pion conditional-yield distributions, for which this efficiency cancels out.
Since the energy and shower shape cuts are independent of each other, we can fix one cut and then vary the second to check the remaining background level from conversions. The energy cut in Eq. (9) is chosen such that the raw pion yield is found to be insensitive to the variation in the shower shape probability. Figure 5 shows the raw pion spectra for EMCal-RICH triggered events as a function of p T , with the above cuts applied. The pion turn on from 4:9-7 GeV=c is clearly visible. Below p T of 5 GeV=c, the remaining background comes mainly from the random association of charged particles with hits in the RICH detector. The background level is less than 5% from 5-16 GeV=c, which is the p T range for the charged pion data presented in this paper.
IV. CORRELATION FUNCTION
The analysis uses two-particle azimuthal correlation functions between a neutral pion and an associated charged hadron to measure the distribution of the azimuthal angle difference t ÿ a (see Fig. 6 ). Whenever a 0 was found in an event, the real, dN uncorr =d, and mixed, dN mix =d, distributions for given p Tt ( 0 ) and p Ta (charged hadron) were accumulated (upper panel of each member of a particle pair from different events having similar vertex position. Then the mixed event distribution was used to correct the correlation function for effects of the limited PHENIX azimuthal acceptance and for the detection efficiency, to the extent that it remains constant over the data sample. We fit the raw dN uncorr =d distribution with the product
where the mixed event distribution is normalized to 2 (N P dN i mix =d see dashed line on the upper panel of Fig. 6 ), C 0ÿ2 are constant factors to be determined from the fit, f near and f away are the near-and awayside peak fit functions, respectively. Traditionally, the Gaussian functions, around 0 and around , are used for f near and f away . This leaves a total of five free parameters to be determined -the areas and widths of the above two Gaussians: Y N , N for the near-angle component and Y F , A for the away-angle component and the constant term describing an uncorrelated distribution of particle pairs which are not associated with jets. However, the assumption of the Gaussian shape of the angular correlation induced by jet fragmentation is justified only in the high-p T region where the relative angles are small. In order to access also a lower p T region we used an alternative parameterization of f near and f away which will be discussed later in the text. The normalized correlation function was constructed as a ratio of real and mixed distributions multiplied by -acceptance correction factor R , divided by p T -dependent efficiency correction p T (see upper panel of Fig. 7 ) and divided by the number of 0 triggers.
The R correction factor which accounts for limited acceptance of the PHENIX experiment (see right panel of Fig. 7) for the near-side yield, with an assumption that the angular jet width is the same in and in , can be written as
where acc represent the PHENIX pair acceptance function in jj. It can be obtained by convolving two flat distributions in jj < 0:35, so acc has a simple triangular shape: acc 0:7 ÿ jj=0:7. For the away-side yield the corresponding R is
R equals 2, because the pair efficiency has a triangular shape in jj < 0:7, which results in 50% average efficiency when the real jet-pair distribution is flat in jj < 0:7. Figure 8 and Table I Table I . (right) Measured yield of charged hadrons associated with a trigger 0 of fixed transverse momentum 3:0 < p Tt < 10:0 GeV=c and the away-side transverse momenta given in Table I . The dashed lines corresponds to the fit of two Gaussian functions representing the trigger (t) jet and away-side (a) jet correlation. The 2 (d.o.f.) N and hp 2 out i p values extracted from these fits are tabulated in Table I. JET PROPERTIES FROM DIHADRON CORRELATIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 74, 072002 (2006) can solve for [47] hj
In order to extract hjk Ty ji, or hk 2 T i, we start with the relation [1, 31] between the magnitude of p out (see Fig. 1 ),
which is the transverse momentum component of the away-side particlep Ta perpendicular to trigger particlẽ p Tt in the azimuthal plane (see Fig. 1 ), and k Ty :
where
represents the fragmentation variable of the away-side jet. [2, 3] We note however, that [31] 
The detailed discussion on the magnitude of this imbalance is given later. In order to derive the relation between the magnitude of p out and k T let us first consider the simple case where we have neglected both trigger and associated hj T i [see panel (a) on Fig. 1 ]. In this case one can see that
hjp out jij j Tt j Ta 0 hjp out ji 00 2
hjk
Rewriting the formula for p out in terms of RMS we get hp 2 out i 00
where we have taken hk
Ty i. However, the jet fragments are produced with finite jet transverse momentum j T . The situation when the trigger particle is produced with j Tty > 0 GeV=c and the associated particle with j Tay 0 GeV=c is shown in Fig. 1(b 
:
With an assumption of j Tty p Tt we found that If we assume no difference between j Tt and j Ta then we have
All quantities on the right-hand side of Eq. (22) 
where we assumed a Gaussian distribution in p out . We still use a Gaussian function in in the near-angle peak to Table IV. The per-trigger yields as a function of p Tt for fixed associated 1:4 < p Ta < 5:0 GeV=c bin are shown in Fig. 13 and Table V . There is a distinct behavior of the near-side yield which varies with trigger p Tt much less than the away-side yield. For the away-side, this reflects the fact that the particle detected in the fixed associated bin are produced from the lower z region of the fragmentation function for events with higher trigger p Tt . For the nearside jet, this multiplicity increase is reduced due to the fact that with increasing p Tt the near-side jet energy increases; however, at the same time the larger fraction of this energy is taken away by the more energetic trigger particle. Thus the relative change in z is smaller on the near side.
In order to extract hz t i andx h knowledge of the fragmentation function is needed; a detailed discussion is given in following sections. The measurement is performed in two different kinematical regimes; first the transverse momentum of the trigger particle, p Tt , is fixed and the peak width is measured for different values of associated particle transverse momenta p Ta (Fig. 9) . (Note that in the region of overlap, the data are in excellent agreement with a previous measurement [9] .) In the second case, particle pairs with a fixed associated bin 1:4 < p Ta < 5:0 GeV=c and various p Tt are selected (Fig. 10) Table VI. TABLE V. The near and away-side conditional-yield per number of triggers for 1:4 < p Ta < 5:0 GeV=c shown in Fig. 13 
The systematic error originates from the finite momentum resolution and Eq. (16) where we assume that the arcsine function can be approximated by its argument. For the angular width of the near-angle peak (see Fig. 9 and 10 ) it corresponds to an uncertainty of order of 3%. Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 ). The systematic error was estimated with Monte Carlo simulations to be on the order of 5%. The main source of systematic error originates from the assumption [Eqs. (16) and (21) A similar line of argument applies also for the rising trend when p Ta is fixed and p Tt varies (Fig. 17) . It is interesting to note that the CCOR hk 
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PHYSICAL REVIEW D 74, 072002 (2006) variation of hz t i andx ÿ1 h we have to explore the process of dijet fragmentation.
V. FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS
We have shown in Eq. (22) that the width of the awayside correlation peak is related to the product ofx ÿ1 h hz t i hk
. In order to evaluate hz t i, knowledge of the scattered partonp T spectrum and fragmentation function is required.
Fragmentation functions from e e ÿ collisions, weighted by the appropriate hard-scattering constituent cross sections and Q 2 evolution could in principle be used. However, it was originally thought that the shape of the fragmentation function could be deduced from present measurements using the combined analysis of the inclusive trigger p Tt and associated particle p Ta distributions. Although this idea turned out to be incorrect, we will follow this line of reasoning for a while as it is instructive.
Generally, the invariant cross section for inclusive hadron production from jets can be parametrized in the following way. First, we assume that the number of parton fragments (consider only pions for simplicity) at a given p T corresponds to the sum over all contributions from parton momenta,p T from p T <p T < s p =2. The joint probability of detecting a pion with p T zp T originating from a parton withp T can be written as
Here we use f q p T to represent the final state scatteredparton invariant spectrum d q =p T dp T and D q z to represent the fragmentation function. The first term in Eq. (25) can be viewed as a probability of finding a parton with transverse momentump T and the second term corresponds to the probability that the parton fragments into a particle of momentum p T zp T . With a simple change of variables fromp T to p T zp T , we obtain the joint probability of a pion with p T which is a fragment with momentum fraction z from a parton withp T p T =z:
The p T and z dependences do not factorize. However, the p T spectrum may be found by integrating over all values of p T p T top T max s p =2, which corresponds to values of z from x T 2p T = s p to 1.
Alternatively, for any fixed value of p T one can evaluate the hzp T i, integrated over the parton spectrum:
From the scaling properties of QCD and from the shape of the 0 invariant cross section itself, which is a pure power law for p T 3 GeV=c [43] , one can deduce that f q p T should have a power law shape, f q p T Ap ÿn T . In this case the hadron spectrum also has a power law shape because (29) and the last integral depends only weakly on p T due to the small value of x T . For small partonp T (below 3-4 GeV=c) the power law shape is no longer valid, but the region p T < 3 GeV=c is outside the scope of this paper. The f q p T should also diminish for very highp T ! s p =2 where the phase space available for hard parton production diminishes, again not relevant for the present purposes.
We used the power law parameterization for the final state scattered-parton invariant spectrum f q p T /p ÿn T where n is a free parameter which can be determined from the fit of Eq. (27) to the measured 0 cross section. There is, however, one more missing piece of information-the shape of the fragmentation function D q . In an attempt to extract this information from the data, we have analyzed associated x E -distributions, as shown in Table VII and Figs. 18-22 .
A. ''Scaling'' variable x E
It was expected [2] that the x E variable, defined by Eq. (19) , to first order, approximates the fragmentation function in the limit of high values of p Tt , where there is sufficient collinearity between the trigger particle and the fragmenting parton. In this case where j T p Tt and k T p Tt one can assume that p Tt p Tt =z t and x E z t x h p Ta cos=p Ta 'x h z a , and thus the slopes of Dz a and x E are related as
The x E distributions of particles associated with trigger particles in the 3-8 GeV=c range of transverse momentum are plotted in Fig. 18 . The dashed lines represent exponential fits. The slopes of these exponentials range from ÿ5:83 < p Tt < 4 GeV=c to ÿ7:8 (open symbols on Fig. 19 ). This is qualitatively and quantitatively different from the similar measurement done by CCOR Collaboration at s p 62:4 GeV where the slopes of exponential fits to the x E distributions were found to be ÿ5:3 and independent of the trigger transverse momenta. That observation also supported the hypothesis of the x E distribution being a good approximation of the fragmentation function. We also note that the x E distributions are not quite exponential and at large values of x E there is a tail similar to the power law tail of the single inclusive p T distribution. The reason why the x E distributions do not have the same slope for different p Tt and why there is a ''power law'' tail at large x E is the same as that which causeŝ
q to decrease with the associated particle transverse momentum. It turns out that by sampling different regions of p Ta for fixed p Tt , the average momentum of the parton fragmenting into a trigger particle, hz t i, also changes. This kind of trigger bias causes the hardscattering kinematics, the value ofp T , to not be fixed for the case where p Tt is fixed but p Ta varies.
Taking this into account, one can not treat the associated x E distribution as a rescaled fragmentation function, but rather as a folding of the two fragmentation processes of trigger and associated jets. The same line of arguments applies also for other two-particle variables, e.g. p Ta =p Tt , [51] used for an approximation of the fragmentation variable z (see Fig. 20 ). The negative slopes of an exponential fit in the 0:2 < p Ta =p Tt < 0:4 range (solid symbols on Fig. 19) are, within the error bars, the same as for x E .
In conclusion: the slope parameters extracted from associated x E distributions reveal the rising trend with p Tt which reflects the fact, that the different p Ta samples not only different z a but also different z t .
The description of an associated distribution detected under the condition of the existence of a trigger particle requires an extension of the formulae discussed in Sec. V and is a subject of the next section.
VI. DIJET FRAGMENTATION
For the description of the detection of a single particle which is the result of jet fragmentation, recall Eq. (25)
where we have now explicitly labeled the z of the trigger particle as z t , and defined 
When k T smearing is introduced, configurations for which the high p T parton pair is on the average moving towards the trigger particle are favored due to the steeply fallingp T spectrum, such that 
where the trigger partonp Tt spectrum after k T smearing is
Then, the conditional probability for finding the away-side parton withp Ta and z a , givenp Tt (and z t ), is (38) which is an incomplete gamma function. Sincex h 1, we make the assumption that it is constant. Similarly, the integrals of Eqs. (29) and (33) are also incomplete gamma functions:
d dp Tt AB p nÿ1
A reasonable approximation for the inclusive single, and two-particle cross sections is obtained by taking the lower limit to zero and the upper limit to infinity, leading to the replacement of the incomplete gamma functions by gamma functions, with the result that d 2 dp Tt dp
d dp
where ÿn n ÿ 1ÿn ÿ 1. The conditional probability is just the ratio of the joint probability Eq. (40) to the inclusive probability Eq. (41), or dP dp
In the collinear limit, where p Ta x E p Tt :
The only dependence on the fragmentation function, in this approximation, is in the normalization constant B=b which equals hmi, the multiplicity in the away-jet from the integral of the fragmentation function. The dominant term in Eq. (43) is the Hagedorn function 1=1 x E =x h n , so that at fixed p Tt the x E distribution is predominantly a function only of x E and thus does exhibit ''x E '' scaling. Also, the Hagedorn function explains the ''power law'' tail at large x E noted in Sec. VA. The reason that the x E distribution is not very sensitive to the fragmentation function is that the integral over z t for fixed p Tt and p Ta [Eq. (38) ] is actually an integral over the jet transverse momentump T t . However since both the trigger and away jets are always roughly equal and opposite in transverse momentum, integrating overp T t simultaneously integrates overp T a , and thus also integrates over the away jetfragmentation function. This can be seen directly by the presence of z t in both the same and away fragmentation functions in Eqs. (36) and (37), so that the integral over z t integrates over both fragmentation functions simultaneously.
We have tested the above formulae on PYTHIA simulation. We have generated events with hk 2 T i q 3 GeV=c and evaluated the partons' momenta unbalance variation with p Tt for fixed 3 < p Ta < 4 GeV=c bin. The results from the PYTHIA simulation (solid points on Fig. 24 ) are compared to calculation based on Eq. (48) (solid line on Fig. 24 ). The magnitude of momentum unbalance saturates at p Tt 10 GeV=c around hk 2 Tx i q and then starts to decrease. The maximum value depends on the k T magnitude and on the asymmetry between p Tt and p Ta . Eventually, the unbalance should vanish at high p Tt as a consequence of q p T flattening.
The comparison of hz t i and hz a i found in PYTHIA and derived according to Eq. (47) is shown in Fig. 25 . The overall agreement between the PYTHIA simulations and the calculation is excellent. The small deviations may be attributed to the fact that in the PYTHIA simulation, 1 GeV=c-wide bins were used for trigger and associated particle identification, whereas the calculation was performed for fixed values of p Tt and p Ta .
The last missing piece of information needed before solving Eq. (22) is the fragmentation function D q and unsmeared q p T . The description of how this knowledge was extracted from the data is a subject of the next section. q value and in every step the hz t i andx h were recalculated. To do so we need to know the unsmeared final state parton spectrum q p T and the fragmentation function. For the latter we used the LEP data (see Fig. 22 ) where the fragmentation functions of gluon and quark jets were measured in e e ÿ collision at s p 180 GeV. We have chosen
VII. CORRECTED hk T i RESULTS
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form used e.g. in [52] and extracted , , and parameters from the fit to distributions shown in Fig. 22 and Table VIII . For a given set of parameters , , and the power of the unsmeared final state parton spectra q p T was evaluated from the fit formula Eq. (27) to the single inclusive 0 invariant cross section [43] . Here we used the simplified k T smearing The measurement of the fragmentation functions at LEP was done separately for quark and gluon jets and the slopes of these two Dz distributions are different. Quark jets produce a significantly harder spectrum than gluon jets (see Fig. 22 ). Since the relative abundance of quark and gluon jets at s p 200 GeV is not known, for the final results we assumed that the numbers of quark and gluon jets are equal; the final Dz uses the averaged parameter values between quark and gluon and the difference was used as a measure of the systematic uncertainty.
Resulting hk 2 T i q values for 3 < p Tt < 4 GeV=c and 5 < p Tt < 10 GeV=c as a function of p Ta are shown in Fig. 26 and Table IX . The solid and dashed lines bracket the systematic error due to the unknown ratio of quark and gluon jets. These data points correspond to the uncorrected Tables XI and XII. There is an opposite trend; whereas the hz t i rises with p Tt it is falling with p Ta . It is an interesting consequence of two effects: competition between steeply falling final state parton spectra and rising fragmentation function with parton momentum. Secondly, the detection of trigger particle biases thek T vector in the direction of the trigger jet as discussed in Sec. VI B.
The p Tt averaged value of hk 2 T i q (Fig. 27 ) is compared to the average parton-pair momentum, hp n i hp T ipair, presented in [33] (see Fig. 30 ). The value of hp T i pair is determined as a sum of the two partons' hk T i. In the present (50) from the fit to the LEP data (see Fig. 22 ) and power n of the unsmeared final state parton spectra q p T extracted from the fit to the single inclusive 0 invariant cross section [43] appears to be in a good agreement with the lower energy dijet and dilepton measurements or the higher energy measurement in diphoton production [54] . A UA2 measurement of hp T i of Z 0 production at s p 600 GeV gives 8:6 1:5 GeV=c [55, 56] .
VIII. SUMMARY
We have made the first measurement of jet j T and k T for p p collisions at s p 200 GeV using the method of two-particle correlations. Analysis of the angular widths of the near-side peak in the correlation function has determined that the jet-fragmentation transverse momentum j T is constant with trigger particle p Tt and the extracted value Fig. 17 away-side peak is shown to be a measure of the convolution of j T with the jet momentum fraction z and the partonic transverse momentum k T . hz t i is determined through a combined analysis of the measured 0 inclusive and associated spectra using the jet-fragmentation functions from e e ÿ measurements. The average of hz t i from the gluon and quark fragmentation functions is used and the difference is taken as the measure of the systematic error. The final extracted values of k T are then determined to be also independent of the transverse momentum of the 
